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Piper Alderman is delighted to announce that 
prominent corporate, government, TMT and major 
projects lawyer Wally McDonald has joined the firm 
as a partner in the Sydney office. The appointment 
adds considerable depth to the firm’s corporate, 
government and major projects capability. It also 
strengthens the mergers and acquisitions practice and 
further enhances Piper Alderman’s industry-leading 
resources and TMT teams. 

Recognised as one of Australia’s foremost client 
focused ‘trusted advisors’, Wally has a wealth of 

experience and an extensive track record gained at Clayton Utz where he previously held the 
national positions of Departmental Managing Partner, Corporate, and Chairman, Energy and 
Resources Group, together with a number of other senior leadership positions.

Wally has acted for a wide range of leading Australian and international corporations such as  
AWE Limited, Cable and Wireless plc, Department of Defence, Telecom New Zealand, the New 
South Wales Government and the New South Wales Casino Liquor Gaming Control Authority.

Managing Partner, Tony Phelps commented on Wally’s appointment:

“Welcoming Wally to the Piper Alderman team is a real pleasure for me. His outstanding expertise and 
exceptional track record will greatly benefit our clients, and his leadership and mentoring experience will 
be of great value to partners and lawyers within our firm.”

The appointment is part of Piper Alderman’s ongoing strategy to enhance its corporate, 
government and major projects capability across the country and to further support clients 
in growth industries including energy and resources and the TMT space. Piper Alderman is 
committed to providing clients with outstanding legal services by attracting and growing talented 
lawyers and allowing them to excel in their chosen areas of expertise without the constraints of  
a large, multinational firm. 
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If you would like any further information  
or an interview with Wally, please contact:

Natalie Lawrence 
National Business Development  
& Marketing Manager
Piper Alderman

t +61 2 9253 9916
nlawrence@piperalderman.com.au
www.piperalderman.com.au

Piper Alderman 

Piper Alderman is a full-service, commercial law firm with offices  
in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. We have 56 
partners, over 160 lawyers and more than 325 staff in total. 
Our firm is committed to continual excellence in the practice of 
law, having been leading advisers to commercial interests across 
Australia for over 160 years. We have achieved our impressive 
growth by listening to our clients, responding to their needs and 
creating practical legal solutions.

To find out more about us visit www.piperalderman.com.au

Managing Partner, Tony Phelps said:

“Wally’s decision to join Piper Alderman reflects the more general market trend of experienced legal 
talent moving away from larger firms towards more focused and agile full service mid size firms in a 
rapidly evolving legal market. Skilled lawyers are choosing to practice in firms which allow them to offer 
their clients high-end, personalised and tailored advice rather than merely providing a one-size-fits-all 
service.

The trend is fuelled by increasing sophistication in the market as buyers of legal services are less 
influenced by the ‘IBM factor’ and savvy senior management and legal counsel consider value for  
money, expertise, quality of service and a ‘trusted point of contact’ rather than just choosing a known 
legal brand.”

Wally McDonald has commented:

“I look forward to my new role at Piper Alderman. The Piper Alderman culture presents a uniquely 
exciting and refreshing combination of excellent values, teaming opportunities and a culture that is highly 
focused on delivery of a first rate service offering to sophisticated and pragmatic clients - clients who are 
increasingly demanding more of their lawyers than simply traditional legal advice, in an ever changing  
and challenging economic climate.” 


